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Dear intelligent reader,
There’s something I like about you. Maybe it’s a cause you contributed to, or another
publication you subscribe to, or a petition you had the courage to sign.
Whatever it is, I’ll make no bones about how I got your name and address. You landed on the sort of mailing list that told me you’re probably my kind of person — a list
of people who are especially bright – independent thinkers with social consciences
and an active interest in why individuals and organizations behave as they do.
And that makes you just the kind of person I’d like to see reading the magazine
I edit, FREE INQUIRY.
So let me tell you why I dare to suppose that you’ll want to subscribe — and also take
advantage of a money-saving offer and a bonus book of compelling essays and exposes.
You and I are currently under an attempted psychological siege by fundamentalist
religious control fanatics. The world is under assault today — more than at any time
in the last 70 years — by religious extremists who invoke their particular notion of
God to try controlling how we think, what we read, what our kids are taught in every
class from civics to science, how we vote, and even when and with whom our nation
goes to war.
One magazine is dedicated to keeping you up on all of this — with analyses that
indelicately cut through the baloney, opinions that can sting, and a surprisingly
courageous willingness to appear politically incorrect: FREE INQUIRY magazine.
What’s FREE INQUIRY all about? Here are just a few examples.
• The rise of hatred-encouraging, fear-inducing propaganda in best-selling “Christian
literature.” Fundamentalist leaders like preacher/novelist Tim LaHaye are preparing
readers for the emergence of “the Anti-Christ,” preparatory to the eventual destruction
of the world. Nor is fundamentalist-encouraged hatred limited to Christian fundamentalists. Muslim clerics have issued a fatwa against one of our contributing editors,
a genuinely ominous event in southern Asia, where this editor then lived.

•The conspiracy of Christian churches with Hitler’s government just before and during World War II.
If I believed in the devil, I’d tell you this was assuredly a pact with him. In any case, this failure of conscience,
long glossed over in history books, cost millions of lives in Hitler’s concentration camps.
•Should we be working harder to limit population on our planet? What are the consequences if we don’t?
And what kind of a fuss can we expect to see kicked up by organized religion when someone tries?
This recent series created a storm of controversy.
Then there was our critical discussion of “transhumanism” – the movement that advocates “upgrading” human
beings, perhaps one day uploading our awareness into future computers. And wait until you see our upcoming
debate on free will – if human thought is nothing but brain states, can there even be such a thing as free moral
choice? If there isn’t, can punishing criminals be justified? (And if it can’t, then what?)
Our contributors: philosophical analysts, skeptical journalists and inspired iconoclasts.
There are no lightweights among them. Our regular contributors include biologist Richard Dawkins,
social critic Wendy Kaminer, commentator Christopher Hitchens, ethicist Peter Singer, and civil libertarian
Nat Hentoff. Their viewpoints are reasoned, thought-provoking, and to some religious fundamentalists,
unpardonably infuriating.
So here’s my offer: Subscribe today and save over $15 for a year’s subscription. Or over $29 for
three years. And that’s only part of it. The usual price of a one year subscription to FREE INQUIRY is $35.00.
Reasonable enough for a bimonthly. But to introduce you to the magazine, I’d like you to have it for only $19.95,
a saving of over $15.00! Or order a three year subscription and pay only $54.95 instead of $84.00,
a saving of over $29.00.
In addition, you’ll receive a copy of Imagine There’s No Heaven, a collection of some of the most provocative
essays and exposes we’ve ever published, such as one on “The Dark Side Of Mother Teresa.” Believe me, it’s
very, very dark. The enclosed brochure contains more details.
To get your subscription started fast, fill out and mail the reply form today. Or make things
happen even faster by calling 1-800-458-1366. Please have your Master Card or VISA handy when
you call. I recommend that you call today. I’ve got some exciting reading planned, and I don’t want you
to miss any of it.
Sincerely,

Thomas Flynn
Editor
P.S. OUR GUARANTEE: Since we regularly take forthright positions on controversial issues, we want to make
sure you will be happy you subscribed. So, if at any time you are not satisfied with your subscription,
you may cancel and receive a refund for all unmailed issues.
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He’s the one who supposedly tempts you into evil. But then when you do
his bidding, he presides over a place where you roast in flames eternally for listening to him. He tortures only his loyal subjects, while the disloyal ones go to their eternal and
happier reward “up there” somewhere. Or so the legend goes. What a great lesson in values!
Whatever his game plan is, it’s working at cross-purposes with itself, no pun intended. No wonder life is unfair.
Seriously, invoking hell for one’s enemies is only one of the ancient myths that still have people committing individual murder, mass warfare, and political manipulation in the name of their fundamentalist beliefs. To stay abreast of
how this all plays out, presented from a thoughtful secular humanist point of view, take advantage of our devilishlytempting offer that saves you money and gets you a free book of fascinating articles and interviews. Details in the
enclosed letter, brochure, or in brief on the other side of this card. Place your order now and save.
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